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This presentation of Merck & Co., Inc., Kenilworth, NJ, USA (the “company”) includes “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the safe harbor provisions of the United States Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These statements are based upon the current beliefs and expectations of the company’s management and are subject to significant risks and uncertainties. There can be no guarantees with respect to pipeline products that the products will receive the necessary regulatory approvals or that they will prove to be commercially successful. If underlying assumptions prove inaccurate or risks or uncertainties materialize, actual results may differ materially from those set forth in the forward-looking statements.

Risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, general industry conditions and competition; general economic factors, including interest rate and currency exchange rate fluctuations; the impact of pharmaceutical industry regulation and healthcare legislation in the United States and internationally; global trends toward healthcare cost containment; technological advances, new products and patents attained by competitors; challenges inherent in new product development, including obtaining regulatory approval; the company’s ability to accurately predict future market conditions; manufacturing difficulties or delays; financial instability of international economies and sovereign risk; dependence on the effectiveness of the company's patents and other protections for innovative products; and the exposure to litigation, including patent litigation, and/or regulatory actions.

The company undertakes no obligation to publicly update any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. Additional factors that could cause results to differ materially from those described in the forward-looking statements can be found in the company’s 2015 Annual Report on Form 10-K and the company’s other filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) available at the SEC’s Internet site (www.sec.gov).
Merck’s BACE Inhibitor: Verubecestat (MK-8931)
The Amyloid Pathway

Adapted from Gandy, 2005
MK-8931 Reduces Aβ in CSF: A Multiple Dose CSF Study in AD Patients

• Study: indwelling CSF catheters in AD patients at steady state
• Results: dose-dependent reduction in CSF Aβ40 and sAPPβ
MK-8931 PK/PD For Dose Selection

- Objective: test maximally and sub-maximally A$\beta$ lowering doses
- Steady-state dose-response predicted from CSF with 90% confidence intervals
  - $>50\%$ CSF A$\beta$ reduction at 12 mg once daily
  - $>75\%$ reduction at doses 40 mg once daily
  - 60 mg daily dose in vanguard cohort for potential PK outliers and enriched safety
Pivotal Study Design Considerations

• Disease Severity
  – Safety
  – Methodology needs and availability

• Diagnostic
  – Imaging/CSF for symptomatic patients

• Regulatory
P017: Mild-Moderate AD Trial Design

- Randomized, placebo controlled, parallel-group, double blind trial
- 18 month duration of treatment
- MMSE 15-26 at study entry
- Two co-primaries: cognition (ADAS-Cog) and function (ADCS-ADL)
- Seamless phase 2/3 design with initial vanguard cohort
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MK-8931 60 mg
MK-8931 40 mg
MK-8931 12 mg
Placebo
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Vanguard Cohort

Extension
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P019: Prodromal Study

- Randomized, placebo controlled, parallel-group, double blind trial
- 24 month duration of treatment
- Subjects must have:
  - MMSE $\geq 24$
  - Threshold impairment on neuropsychological testing
  - Positive PET scan for amyloid
- Primary outcome measure: CDR-SB

24 Month Treatment Period
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Extension
Mild-Moderate Alzheimer’s Disease: Too Late for BACE Inhibition?
Mild-Moderate Initially, Then Prodromal

- Considerations that drove the decision to conduct protocol 17 in individuals with mild-moderate Alzheimer’s Disease
  - Medical need
  - Balancing benefit and risk for a novel mechanism vs. target population risk for disease progression
  - Appropriate and established tools
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• Protocol 19 followed later in order to
  – Assess initial safety before treating healthier individuals
  – Work with regulators on methodologies and outcome measures
  – Establish a reliable distribution network for amyloid PET imaging
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- But do these considerations ignore a (possibly) lower probability of success related to disease severity in protocol 17?
A Tentative Conclusion (While Awaiting Data)

- Alzheimer’s is a continuum along a severity spectrum
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Beyond Amyloid: Next Generation Programs
For the foreseeable future there will be an ongoing need for a triad of better interventions.
New Clinical Development Programs

Slow/Halt Progression

Amyloid Targeted: BACE inhibition
Tau targeted: Inhibit aggregation
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Slow/Halt Progression → Amyloid Targeted: BACE inhibition
                           Tau targeted: Inhibit aggregation

Improve Function → Novel cholinergic and non-cholinergic
targets to improve cognitive function

Neuropsychiatric Signs and Symptoms → Sleep, agitation/psychosis